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Abstract. Network virtualization has been recognized as an important technique to overcome the perceived 

ossification of the current Internet. Several variations of network virtualization have already been discussed in the 

literature. These approaches use virtualization to partition and/or combine physical network resources into virtual 

network resources. An actual deployment of virtual networks then requires the network operator to perform a 

mapping of virtual resources onto physical resources. The question of how this mapping can be performed in an 

optimal way is commonly known as the Virtual Network Embedding (VNE) problem. Several algorithms to solve 

this problem have been proposed already. These algorithms, however, focus on optimizing the use of resources 

with regard to performance. Security constraints to the VNE problem have not been investigated in depth, so far. 

Introduction 
The current Internet is perceived as inflexible and difficult to change. Overwhelmed by its own success, it now poses a major 

hindrance to innovations concerning the network itself. This has become painfully apparent with the delayed introduction of IPv6 

– but also other technologies, like DiffServ or IntServ have stumbled across the difficulty to change an integral part of the 

network. New paradigms are currently being investigated as a solution to this dilemma. One of these paradigms is network 

virtualization [1,4,5]. Taking on the recent hype on virtualization, network virtualization tries to apply virtualization methods to 

network elements – in particular nodes and links of a network. 

Virtualization in this sense is an abstraction of the available hardware, allowing an operator to either partition or combine existing 

hardware to create a virtual entity that is easier to manage. In the area of networks, typically nodes are partitioned (with several 

virtual nodes being hosted on one physical node) and links are combined (with one virtual link being composed of a path in the 

substrate network). Applying these concepts, entire virtual networks can be created on top of a substrate infrastructure. These 

virtual networks can then be managed in a more convenient way than the underlying physical hardware. For example, the 

topology of a virtual network can be tailored to the needs of the services within a virtual network. It is even possible to 

dynamically change the topology, e.g. by introducing new nodes or links. Moreover, different networks can be conveniently 

separated from each other, by confining each network into its own virtual environment. This allows, for example, to test drive 

new network protocols on the same hardware as the production network. It is through this flexibility, that network virtualization 

is expected to be a major driver for a Future Internet. Indeed, several concepts to implement network virtualization have already 

been investigated [6]. Consequently, network virtualization is already widely used in Future Internet test-bed facilities like VINI 

[12], GENI [13], or the German G-Lab [11]. 

Virtual Network Embedding 
When discussing virtual networks, the question arises, how these networks can be mapped in an optimal way onto a physical 

infrastructure. Every virtual resource has to be backed by physical hardware in order to operate properly. This requires algorithms 

that will take the demands imposed by a virtual network and calculate an appropriate mapping of the individual virtual resources 

to physical ones. A typical example is to associate CPU power with nodes and bandwidth with links. In a virtual network then 

each virtual node has a CPU demand, and each virtual link has a bandwidth demand. Likewise, each physical node has a certain 

CPU capacity and each physical link has a certain bandwidth capacity. The total number of virtual networks that can be mapped 

is thus limited by the actual physical resources provided by the substrate network. 

Figure 1 shows two virtual networks that are mapped onto a substrate network. It can be seen, that a physical node can host more 

than one virtual node. This can be realized with system virtualization, for example. Moreover, the topology of the virtual 

networks does not have to follow the topology of the substrate network. Virtual links are mapped to a path in the substrate 

network (as indicated by the highlighted virtual link in Virtual Network 1). A technique to implement this behaviour would be 

tunnels (e.g. IP in IP or VPN). 
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Figure 1: A substrate network hosting two virtual networks 

 

Optimality, here, can be considered according to different factors. An obvious way to optimize is to minimize the individual load 

of each physical resource – that is to distribute the load across the network in a fair way. Another way to optimize the mapping 

would be to maximize the amount of virtual networks that can be hosted on a substrate network. Several variations of these 

optimization problems are known to be NP hard. This leads to a third optimization problem: run time of the algorithm. In 

particular, if requests can not be computed ahead of time – that is, if requests for new virtual networks and/or requests for 

modification of existing virtual networks can arrive dynamically, run time can become a major issue. Solving this mapping 

problem algorithmically – either precisely or by approximation – is known as Virtual Network Embedding (VNE). Several VNE 

algorithms have already been proposed in the literature [2,7,8,9,10]. All of these algorithms focus on the distribution of CPU and 

bandwidth among the virtual networks, with different target functions for the optimization. 

Security problems in Network Virtualization 

 
 

Figure 2: The additional layers introduced by virtualization 

 

Network virtualization is expected to solve several problems related to the flexibility of the current network architecture. Alas, 

this does not come without cost. The increased flexibility comes with an increased complexity. The abstraction provided by 

virtualization mechanisms introduces several additional layers (see Fig. 2). This can pose a significant security risk, as additional 

attack vectors become available to adversaries. Note, that the source of an attack has to be an active element of the network (i.e. a 

network node). Problems can therefore be categorized in three areas: 

1. A physical host attacking one of its virtual machines; 

2. A virtual machine attacking its physical host;   

3. Or a virtual machine attacking another virtual machine. 

In the first case, the virtual machine has no option to defend itself. Since all computation is ultimately carried out by hardware of 

the physical host, the physical host is able to supervise and/or change all aspects of the virtual machine – including the result of 

the (potential) question by the virtual machine, whether the physical host is malicious or not. It is therefore imperative for the 

security of the virtual machine to be hosted on a trustworthy host. 

The second case is commonly known as virtual machine outbreak – an escape from the rigid confinement created by the 

virtualization process. This can be triggered, for example, by bugs in the employed virtualization solution. By gaining control of 
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the physical host, the attacker can then exercise full control over other virtual machines. Moreover, the attacker is also able to 

influence the network in a negative way – e.g. by launching a Denial of Service attack. Thus, the operator of a physical machine 

will prefer to host virtual machines that are trustworthy to a certain degree. 

The third case can be a problem, even if virtual machines are confined properly and no direct contact can be made. The fact, that 

virtual machines share the same hardware, creates the possibility for side-channel attacks [14]. These attacks can then be used to 

communicate among virtual machines, bypassing any control instances, like firewalls. Moreover, clever application of side-

channel techniques may allow an attacker to spy on other virtual machines that are co-hosted on the same physical host. In order 

to prevent this issue, only virtual machines that can trust each other should be hosted on the same hardware.  

Secure Virtual Network Embedding 
As seen in the previous section, there are several security issues to consider when employing network virtualization. Solving 

these issues by installing additional software in the virtual machines or in the physical host is either difficult or impossible. 

Although virus scanners and intrusion detection systems can try to identify potential attacks, these measures are not guaranteed to 

be successful. An appropriate solution to these problems will, therefore, take into account the mapping of virtual resources onto 

physical machines. By mapping virtual resources in a security-aware way, the risk exposure of both the virtual machines and the 

physical machines can be minimized. A first step is to assign a security level and a security demand to both virtual and physical 

resources. In line with the three problem categories mentioned in the previous section, three types of additional constraints have 

to be considered:  

• A virtual resource should not be mapped on physical resources that have a lower security level than the security 

demand of the virtual resource. 

• A physical resource should not be used to host virtual resources that have a lower security level than the security 

demand of the physical resource 

• A virtual resource should not be co-hosted on the same physical resource together with another virtual resource having 

a lower security level than the security demand of the first resource. 

More formally, let SC be a totally ordered set of security categories. Let pli, pdi є SC, denote the security level and security 

demand of physical resource i. Likewise, let vlj, vdj є SC, denote the security level and security demand of virtual resource j. 

Then, the following additional constraints have to be considered for a secure VNE: 

1. vdj ≤ pli, for all virtual resources j mapped onto physical resource i. 

2. pdi ≤ vlj, for all virtual resources j mapped onto physical resource i. 

3. vdj ≤ vlk, for all virtual resources j,k mapped onto the same physical resource i. 

Implementation of these constraints in VNE algorithms is necessary to capture the trust relationships between different parties 

involved in the operation of a virtualized network environment. In a multi-vendor network virtualization scenario, these 

constraints can, therefore, not be neglected. However, the adaption of VNE algorithms to incorporate these constraints in an 

appropriate manner is not without effect. The original optimality goals of modified algorithms (e.g. low resource stress) are likely 

to be impacted when taking security constraints into account. Moreover, the run-time of the algorithm will increase. Some 

algorithms may perform better than others under these additional constraints. It is, therefore, necessary to compare modified VNE 

algorithms on a common ground, in order to evaluate the various effects of added security constraints. 

Conclusion 
Network virtualization is an important concept for the Future Internet. However, being the foundation of an increasingly critical 

infrastructure, this paradigm must strive to ensure a certain level of security. A naive mapping of virtual resources to physical 

resources, only considering performance issues, can lead to severe security problems – in particular if multiple, potentially 

untrustworthy, players are involved. Unfortunately, algorithms solving the VNE problem have, so far, neglected security as a 

parameter. It is therefore necessary to investigate the performance of existing algorithms, when operating under those additional 

constraints. 
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